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ABSTRACT 
Objectives of this study were to evaluate standard and 
experimental surfaces tl1roughout Kentucky in terms of skid 
resistance and effects of traffic, and to provide criteria for 
judging suitability of these surfaces to satisfy requirements for 
skid resistance and economics. The effects of tiaffic weie 
quantified by regiession analysis and scatter of data. Criteria 
included an estimate of accident risks, effects of speed on skid 
resistance, and seasonal variations in skid resistance. 
Pavements on low volume roads (less than 1,000 vehicles per 
day) maintained adequate skid Iesistances. Open-giaded fiiction 
courses, with the possible exception of sections using phosphate 
slag aggiegate, maintained adequate skid resistance to meet design 
requirements. The adequacy of other pavements may be judged from 
the criteria provided herein. 
Estimates of accident reduction were made by combining the 
relationship between skid numbers and accidents with the 
distribution of skid numbers for each pavement type. Those 
reductions were used to calculate benefits that, along with costs 
of overlay, were used to determine benefit-cost ratios. Benefits 
exceeded costs for roads having AADT's gieater than 750, 2,500. and 
5,000 and SN's less than 24, 30, and 35, respectively. 
KEY WORDS= skid resistance, friction, pavements, wet-pavement 
accidents, aggregates, surfaces, polishing, wear, traffic. 

INTRODUCTION 
Reduction in skid ~esista11ce of pavements is related to loss 
of macro-texture and to polisl1ing of aggregates. Loss of macro-
texture is caused by weaz and, in case of asphaltic conc~ete, 
consolidation induced by traffic. Skid resistance varies with 
cumulative traffic ( 1 J. Variances are influenced by and attributed 
to differences in volume and composition of traffic, aggregate 
types (polish susceptibility), and weathering (including frequency 
and duration of rainfall). 
affected by traffic volume. 
Variations occur seasonally (2J and are 
Survey testing of roads in Kentucky 
since 1974 has generated data to evaluate the performance of 
several types of pavements. These include Class I bituminous, 
portland cement concrete, and Kentucky rock asphalt. Other types 
of pavement with up to about 12 million vehicular passes include 
sand asphalts and open-graded friction courses. 
Degrees of ha2ard are related to needs for traction and, 
therefore, to speed and density of traffic, turning and stopping 
movements, and roadway geometries. Indeed, there are degrees of 
risk associated with highway hazards. Nevertheless, expedient 
judgments a~e being made in ~egard to the significance o~ meaning 
of skid numbers. Critical SN's have been derived for interstate 
and toll roads (3) and for principal two-lane roads (US routes) 
( 4 ) . Speed limits ~ere reduced from 26.8 m/s (60 mph) (daytime) to 
24.6 m/s (55 nphJ in March 1974. The ~elationsl1ip between 
accidents and pavement friction, therefore, may l1ave been alte~ed. 
A study of those after-effects is going forward. Preliminary 
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results from t~o-lane roads (about 8,000 km (5,000 miles)) are 
presented herein. 
Perhaps the surface providing tl1e higltest SN's may seem 
desirable -- to minimize risks. Otl1erwise, minimi=ing risks must 
be balanced with benefits to obtai11 tlte greatest safety witlt mo11ies 
available. Thus, final criteria for adequacy of surface courses 
must include a best-good-for-all approach and priority-type 
programning; and the criteria may be different for various classes 
of roads. 
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DATA SOURCES 
Skid Test 
Beginning in 1974 .• testing was done from June through 
Nove!nber. Skid tests were made with two two-wheel trailers. The 
eqtiipment, metl1ods, and procedures have been described previously 
( 5' 6 ) . Some pavements were tested at 11 and 25 m/s C25 and 55 
mph), and all pavements were tested at the standard test speed of 
18 m/s (40 mph). 
Accident Information 
Accidents reported during calendar years 1976 and 1977 were 
used in conjunction with SN's obtained in 1975 and 1976, on two-
lane roads, to determine a relationship between wet-pavement 
accidents (as a percentage of total accidents) and SN's. Accidents 
for the 2-year period totaled 29,783 -- of which 5,930 occurred 
during wet-pavement conditions on 1,209 sections. .~cciden ts 
reported during 1979 were used in conjunction with SN's obtained 
during 1977 and 1978, on two-lane roads, to determine wet-pavement 
accidents per km (mile) per year to ascertain potential benefits 
from de-slicking. Accidents totaled 16,533 -- of which 3,785 
occurred during wet-pavement conditions-- on 1,132 sections. 
Precipitation 
Precipitation data ~ere obtained from monthly tabulations of 
''Local Climatological Data'' C?l fo~ seven weather stations in and 
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a.round }~entucky. Yearly averages of precipitation in Kentucky 
since 1969 are presented in Table 1. 
Traffic Volume 
Annual average daily t.raffic (AADT) was determined for each 
pavement section using traffic flow maps published biennially. The 
1975 AADT's were used with accidents occurring during 1976 and 1977 
on sections tested in 1975 and 1976. The 1977 AP,DT's were used with 
accidents during 1979 on sections tested in 1977 and 1978. The 
AADT's also were used to calculate cumulative traffic. 
TABLE 1, PERCENTAGE OF TIME OF PRECIPITATION 
IN KENTUCKY <TRACE OR MOREl 
SNOW NO 
YEAR RAINFALL AND ICE PRECIPITATION 
1969 11.5 2.6 85.9 
1970 11.5 3.1 85.4 
1971 10t5 2.4 87.1 
1972 14.3 2.3 83.4 
1973 13.1 2.3 84.6 
1974 13.8 2.4 83.8 
1975 13.5 2.4 84.1 
1976 9,9 2.1 88.0 
1977 10.1 3.9 86.0 
1978 11.5 4.2 84.3 
1979 13.8 3.9 82.2 
All 12.1 2.9 85.0 
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PROCEDURES 
Cumulative Traffic Calculations 
For two-lane roads, the cumulative traffic was calculated from 
the AADT value, divided by two, times the number of days in the 
time frame. For four and six-lane roads, the values were adjusted 
acco~di11g to lane distribution factors reported by Pigman and Mayes 
( 8 ) . All values were as of the date of test. No weighting factors 
for trucks were applied. 
An effective annual ~verage daily tiaffic was determined for 
each pavement section by dividing the cumulative traffic by the 
number of days the pavement was open to traffic. The effective 
AADT then is the average number of vehicles per day that traversed 
the pavement. 
Regression Analysis 
The relationships between skid resistance and cumulative 
traffic were determined by regression analysis and the method of 
least squares. Previous research ( 1) had shown that skid 
resistance could be related to the logarithms of cumulative 
traffic; therefore, a logarithmic equation was used here as the 
model. Cumulative traffic was expressed in terms of millions of 
vehicle :;H::.sses. New surfaces subjected to little or no traffic 
yielded spurious skid numbers. For this reason, data associated 
with cumulative traffic of less than 0.1 million vehicle passes 
were omitted from the regression analysis. 
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P~eliminary analysis of Class I bituminous and portland cement 
concrete pavements indicated the best-fit equations we~e unduly 
influenced by sections having low volttmes of traffic. Cumulative 
traffic fo~ these low-volume sections were also low, and Sll's we~e 
high. Tl1is resulted in best-fit equations tl1at predicted U!lduly 
low skid numbers at higl1 values of cumulative traffic. For this 
~eason, data were grouped by effective AADT, and the pe~formance 
equations were determined for each group. Also, scatte~ of data at 
low values of cumulative traffic was g~eater than at high values. 
Tl1us, the standard errors of estimate, from regression analyses, 
were not an appropriate indicator of scatter throughout tl1e range 
of cumulative t~affic. Instead, stand~rd·deviations ~ere 
determined using data stratified by cumulative traffic. 
The fi~st part of the procedure to determine standard 
deviation was to establish a data set rep~esenting the differences 
between measured SN and predicted SN. These differences were then 
grouped in a five-point moving avernge beginning with the five 
highest cumulative traffic values. The standard deviation of the 
differences in SN and the average cumulative traffic were 
determined for this group of five points. The data for the highest 
cumulative tiaffic was then d~opped, and the sixth highest value 
was added. Again. the standard deviation of the differences in SH 
and the average cumulative traffic were determined. The procedure 
continued until the last group consisted of data associated with 
the five lowest values of cumulative traffic. 
A multiple of the calculated standard deviation was subtracted 
from tl1e SN predicted for the average cumulative traffic. This was 
done for each five-point group and resulted in a set representing a 
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lower limit of SN's above wl1ich a known percentage of measured SN's 
occur. The percentuge depends on the multiple of the standard 
deviation. Here, a multiple of 2.5 was used to establisl1 SN levels 
tl1at sJtould be exceeded by 99.4 percent of t!te measured SN's. 
Additional analysis w~s done to dete~mine a Multiple, and 
consequently a percentage, for predetermined levels of SN's. 
Relationships between the lower limit of SN's and cumulative 
traffic were determined. 
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CRITERIA FOR PREQUALIFYING PAVEMENTS 
Friction Requirements 
Th2 ~elationsltip between percentage of accidents on wet 
pave~ents and SJ{'s orl two-la11e roads (about 8,000 km (5,000 miles)) 
is presented in Figu~e 1. Here, the points represent averages of 
g~oupings by two skid numbe~s. The data were fitted by regression 
analysis such that the line would indicate nea~ly 100 pe~cent at SN 
of 0. Also, at high values of SN, the pe~centage of wet-pavement 
accidents would be at least as high as tl1e percentage of time the 
pavements were wet. In Kentucky, fo~ the two-year pe~iod of 
accident s~atistics 11976 and 19771 included in the analysis, this 
percentage was 10; but it was adjusted to 12. Regression equations 
were determined for various percentages at which the curve becomes 
asymtotic. The best-fit line indicated that, even if skid 
resistaJtce remained equivalent to dry-pavement values, wet-pavement 
accidents conprised 16 percent of the total. This four-percentage 
point increase (from 12 percent wet time) resulted because reduced 
visibility, roadway spray, and hydroplaning contributed to 
accidents. The data we~e g~eatly scatte~ed. Thus, use of this 
trend line for evaluating specific locations must be in conjunction 
with other supporting statistics -- such as occurrences of 
accidents or, perhaps, number of conflicts. 
The best-fit line of Figure 1 may be used to determine the 
increased risk of an accident being a wet-pavement accident at SN's 
less than the equivalent dry-pavement values. For example. from 
Figure at SN 60, 18 percent of the accidents occurred on wet 
pavements; this was a 12.5-percent increase from the 16 percent 
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Figure 1. Wet-Pavement Accidents as Percentage of Total (Adjusted 
to 12 Percent Wet Time) versus Skid Number (1976-1977); 
1,200 Sections (about 5,000 miles (8,000 kmll o:£ Two-Lane 
Roads; Grouped by Two Skid Numbers; AADT's above 750. 
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that occurred for equivalent, dry-pavement values. Lil:ewise, at SN 
27, 32 percent of the accidents occurzed on wet pavements; this was 
a 100-pe:rcent increase :f::cm the 16 pe!:cent. 
0£ course. pavements cannot be ~aintained at SN's equivalent 
to dry-pavement values; and obtainable levels of skid resistance 
for new pavements must be selected on the basis of other criteria. 
Moreover, the relationship shown in Figure 1 indicates the 
desirability of establishing a maximum risk for existing pavements 
and provides a means of assessing the relative consequences. Tile 
selection of maximum risk must be tempered with realism. For 
example, a maximum increased risk of only 50 percent (SN 38) would 
mean that over one~half of .the road mileage IAADT more than 1,0001 
wbuld not qualify (almost 8,000 km (5,000 miles)). However, a 
maximum risk of 91 percent (SN 28) would mean that a more 
manageable six percent of the road mileage would not qualify 
(almost 1,000 km (600 miles)). 
Present criteria for identifying pavements in need of de-
slicKing (9) specifies that any highway section with an AADT 
greateE than 1,000 should be de-slicked if the SN of the pavement 
is 28 or less. 
this criterion. 
A total of 1.011 km (632 miles) of state roads met 
In addition, highway sections with SN's between 29 
and 32 were selected if accident experience indicated a wet- to 
dry-pavement accident ratio of at least 0.30. These sections 
totaled an additional 48 km (30 miles). As efforts to de-slick 
candidate roads are successful, increasing the minimum SN allowed 
on existing pavements may be feasible. 
Based on these present criteria for identifying existing 
pavements in need o£ de-slickiJlg, the criterion for new pavements, 
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for tl1is category of Ioad, was set to prevent future occurrences. 
The criterion specifies that the mature SN of a surface, at minus 
2.5 sta~dard de\'iations (99.4 percent assu~a11cel, must exceed 32. 
Pavement Life 
Judg~ents of t11e suitability of sttrfaces must include a 
consideration of service life and traffic volumes to determine wlten 
a SN is a nature value. A surface, during its life, may provide 
suitable SN's for a road with low traffic volume but may not be 
adequate for a road with high traffic volume. For example, if a 
pavement provides adequate SN thzough 10 million vehicle passes and 
its service life is estimated as 12 years, the pavement is suitable 
foz use on zoads with traffic volumes as high as 4,600 vehicles per 
day (average volume for the 12 years). At lower traffic volumes, 
the pavement would age 12 years prior to accumulating 10 million 
vehicle passes. At higher traffic volumes, the surface may exhibit 
SN's of 32 or less before reaching the 12 years of life and, tl1us, 
may require a premature <or planned) surface renewal. 
The useful life of an overlay depends on such variables as 
type and thickness of the overlay, traffic volume, numbers and 
types of trucks, and weather conditions (10). The useful life of 
an overlay ends when it becomes unusually slick, rough, cracked, or 
rutted. Predicting the number of years when any of these failing 
conditions will occur is quite difficult. The actual term of 
service ends when the pavement is resurfaced again or when the road 
is abandoned. 
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Effects of Speed 
Another characteristic to be considered in jttdging the 
sttitability of sur~aces is tl1e relationship between skid resistance 
S~id resistance decreases with increasing speed. 
of the pave~ents were tested at 11 m/s (25 mpl1l and 25 m/s (55 
mph l. A representative curve for each pavement type is shown in 
Figure 2. The decrease in sl{id resistance, from 18 m/s (40 mph) to 
25 m/s (55 mph), ranged from a higl1 of 10 SN's on portland cement 
concrete (burlap drag texturing) to 3 SN's on open-graded friction 
courses. 
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A vast majority of pavenents involved in the study to relate 
accidents with pavement friction on two-lane roads (see Figure 1) 
were Class I bituminous. ?~erefore, surfaces fo~ ltigh-speed roads, 
and with decrease in skid resistance lower than for Class I, may be 
viewed more positively; and surfaces witlt l1igher decreases in skid 
resistance may be viewed more negatively. On the othe~ hand, 
surfaces for low-speed roads may be viewed r:1ore positively if 
increases in sJ-~id resistance, from 13 m/s ( 40 mph) to 11 m/s { 25 
mph), are higlter. 
Seasonal Variations 
Evaluations, herein, we"e based on tests conducted. during the 
sunme~ and fall. Research has shown that skid resistance varies 
seasonally and is lowest during the late summer and early fall (2) 
Class I bituminous surfaces, on higher volume roads, were as much 
as 14 SN's highe~ during the winte~ than that during the late 
summer. Sand asphalt exhibited as much as 11 SN's higher, and PCC 
pavements were 5 SN's higher. Data on one section of an open-
graded friction course indicated the skid resistance of that 
surface varied little. A l1igher SN during the winter and spring is 
a positive attribute of a pavement and should be considered in the 
selection of surfaces. 
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PAVEMENT PERFORMANCE 
Class I Bituminous 
Class I bituminous is a densely graded, high-type asphaltic 
concrete. Li~estone was the p~edominant coarse aggregate in tltese 
sur:Eaces. Unfortunately, most, if not all. limestones are 
susceptible to polishing. The surfaces also contained 11atural or 
conglomeLate sand in the pLopoLtion of not less than 40 peLcent of 
the combined aggregate. Mineral composition, gradation, and 
particle-shape requirements for sand, however, were not specified. 
Best-fit equations for the two effective AADT groups of 
interstate and toll Loads aLe plotted in FiguLe 3. .~lso plotted, 
for pavement sections with more than z;soo vehicles peL day, is the 
. . 
best-fit line repres~nting a 16wer limit of minus 2.5 standard 
deviations. Equations for this and other pavements are presented 
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Figu:!:e 3. Effect of Traffic on Skid Resist~nce of Bituminous 
Conc~ete Surfaces (Interstate and Toll Roads). 
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in Tnble 2. Tl1e estinated Sll's, ~ep~esenting medians fo~ eacl1 
pavement, at 0. 1, 1, 5, 10, and 60 million vehicle passes, and the 
lowe~ limit at 10 million velticle passes are p~esented in Table 3. 
As mentioned previously, tests 011 new bituninous su~faces that 
had expe~ienced little or no traffic yielded spu~ious s}:id nunbers. 
Valid tests were cor1ducted only after aspl1alt coating 011 tlte 
surface of t11e aggregates, and other contaminates, l1ad wo~n away. 
Sur~aces having low cumulative traffic had initial SN's in the 
order of 50 for interstate and toll roads and 45 for US and KY 
routes. Subsequent loss of skid resistance occurred as tl1e 
sections accumulated more traffic. Botll the cttmulative traffic and 
TABLE 2. BEST-FIT EQUATIONS RELATING SKID NUMBER AND CUt1ULATIVE TRAFFIC 
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF PAVEMENTS 
EFFECTIVE AADT 
PAVEMENT RANGE 
NO. OF 
AVERAGE SECTIONS 
Class I, Bituminous: 
Interstate & Toll Roads bOOO- 2•499 1•560 
2.499-46.120 8·380 
US & KY Roads 
Portland Cement Concrete 
Kentuck~ Rock AsPhalt 
Sand-AsPhalt, T~Pe I 
Sand-AsPhalt, S,P, 59B 
Sand-AsPhalt. TYPe n: 
<Rurall 
<Urban) 
OPen-Graded• Friction 
Course, T8Pe 1: 
Green River Gravel 
Sla!i 
Gravel 
Granite 
T·•pe 2! All Assresate 
690-20.130 8.680 
4.000-14.550 8,900 
300··10.560 4.070 
1.040-18.650 8·040 
2·220-19.400 6.610 
400-43.610 12.030 
1.100-10.400 6.680 
5.300-11.500 6.520 
21400- 6r900 3,360 
I Cumulative traffic in millions of vehicle Passes. 
** At -2.5 standard deviations. 
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43 
41 
100 
130 
46 
167 
20 
17 
3 
16 
9 
10 
12 
6 
7 
6 
NO. OF 
DATA 
POINTS 
83 
95 
99 
132 
68 
499 
20 
58 
58 
49 
39 
63 
48 
21 
6 
16 
BEST -FIT EQUATIONS 
SN = A + B:<LOG<CT*l 
MEDIAN 
A B 
57,2 -7.9 
39.9 -1.2 
48.2 
49.0 
52,8 
48.6 
47.1 
+4.5 
-3.7 
--4.4 
+5.4 
+1.2 
LOWER LIMITn 
A B 
35.4 -1.8 
28.2 -2.5 
28.2 +1.0 
25.8 -3.1 
36.0 -1.5 
22.7 +3.9 
51.2 -15.3 
28.1 -4.2 
35.1 o.o 
35.8 -2.8 
B.5 +4.6 
38.9 
39.3 
32.2 
38.3 
... 
t0.7 
-6.2 
-4.7 
+4.3 
... 
TABLE 3. SKID NUMBER AT SE\!Er\AL VALUES OF CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC 
FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF PAVEMENTS 
SI\ID NUiiBER 
CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC "MILLIONS MINUS 245 
PAVEMENT 0.1 1 5 10 60 v 
** 
Claso I, Bituminous, 
Interstate & Toll Roads! 
AADT 1.000 - 2,499 50 46 45 44* .. 34* 
AADT 2•500 - 46.120 50 47 42 40 35 26 
Class r, Bituminous, 
US & KY Roads l 
AADT 1. 000 - 2.499 45 42 39 38* .. 29* 
AADT 2•500 - 34.000 45 40 39 38 37* 23 
Portland Cement Concrete 55 49 48 48* .. 34* 
55 49 44 41 35 26 
Kentuck~ Rock AsPhalt .. 57 52 49 .. 36 
Sand-AsPhalt, T"'pe I 42 40 39 39 .. 24 
Sand-AsPhalt, S.Pt 59B .. 47 46 46 .. 35 
Sand-AsPhalt, T~Pe n: 
<Rural> "54 49 47 45* .. 33* 
<Urban)" 44 37 32 30 .. 13 
OPen-Graded, Friction 
Course' T:lPe 1: 
Green River Gravel 42 48 51 53 .. 40 
Slas 53 49 46 45 .. 33 
Gravel 57 53 50* 48* .. 28* 
Granite 45 49 52* .. .. 43* 
T!:IPe 2: All Assresate 45 47 48* .. .. .. 
* 
ExtraPolated usins best-fit eouation. 
** 
At 10 oillion vehicle Passes. 
traffic volune (effective AADT) were significant variables. 
For interstate and toll roads with 1,000 to 2,500 vehicles per 
day, the SN decreased to 46 after only one million vehicle passes 
and decreased less rapidly to a SN of 45 at seven million vehicle 
passes. Tlte lower limit indicated that 99.4 percent of these 
sections maintained SN's greater than 34 at five million vehicle 
passes. For surfaces with more than 2,500 vehicles per day, the SN 
was 47 at one million vehicle passes and decreased to 40 at ten 
million vehicle passes and to 35 after sixty million vehicle 
passes. T1te lower limit indicated that 99.4 percent of these 
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sections ~aintained S}{'s greater than 24 at 50 million vehicle 
passes. 
Fe!: US and KY routes with 1.000 to 2,500 vehicles per day, the 
SN decreased to 42 after one million vel1icle passes and continued 
decreasing to 39 at five nillion vehicle passes. The lotJer li:;tJ.t 
indicated that 99.4 percent of these sections maintained SH's 
greater than 28 at five million vehicle passes. Fo= surfaces with 
more than 2,500 vehicles per day, tl1e SN was 40 at one million 
vehicle passes and continued decreasing gradually to a SH of 37 at 
27 ~illion vehicle passes. The lower limit indicated that 99.4 
percent of these sections maintained SN's greater than 21 at 20 
million passe.s. 
Portland Cement Concrete 
Limestone has been used as the coarse aggregate in most 
portland ce~ent coilcrete pavements. Projects on I 75 in Northern 
Kentucky and projects on I 71, however, contained crush~d 
calcareous glacial gravel. fine aggregates were natural sand, 
comprising 34 to 40 percent of the combined solid volume of the 
fine and coarse aggregate. Sections of road containing crusl1ed 
calcareous glacial gravel aggregate exhibited the same performance 
histories as sections with limestone aggregate. There tJas, 
however, a slight difference in the minus 2.5 standard deviation. 
The lower limit for sections of road with glacial gravel aggregate 
was about one skid number less than that obtained for all sectionsi 
tl1e values for sections of road with limestone coarse aggregate was 
tl1e sa~e as for all sections. 
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Tests of portla11d cement concrete surfaces (burlap drag 
texturing) with low values of cumulative traffic indicated initial 
SN's on the order of 55. Subsequent loss oi skid resistance 
occurred as tl1e road~ay sections accumulated traffic. SN's, for 
surfaces with les~ than 2.500 vehicles per day, dropped to about 49 
after only one million vehicle passes and continued decreasiitg less 
rapidly to a SN of 48 after seven million vehicle passes. For 
these sections, the lower limit indicated that 99.4 percent 
maintained SN's greater than 34 at seven million vehicle passes. 
For su~faces witl1 more than 2,500 vel1icles per day, the SN was 49 
at one million vehicle passes, dropped to 41 at ten million vehicle 
passes, and 6ontinued decreasing tb SN 35 at sixty million ~ehicle 
passes. Also, for sections with more than 2,500 velticles per day, 
the lower limit indicated that 99.4 percent maintained SN's greater 
than 29 at 60 nillion vehicle passes. 
Kentucky Rock Asphalt 
Although Kentucky rock asphalt is not cu%rently being applied 
in gentucky, tlte skid resistance performance is useful for 
compa!:ison. Twenty projects were tested during 1975. Data were 
insu£ficient to determine initial skid resistance. SJ.:icl numbers 
decreased to about 56 after one million vehicle passes and 
continued decreasing to about 49 at ten million vehicles passes. 
Tlte lower limit indicated that 99.4 percent of these sections 
maintained SN's greater than 36 at nine million vehicle passes. 
Sand Asphalt 
Limestone sand obviously reduced t1te frictional levels of 
21 
sa.nd-nsph.:tl-t .su:r.:£aces constructed prior to 1970 C i, 11) Continued 
study de~onst~ated tl1at better sands could be selected on tl1e basis 
oi r;in,:::r.:J.l C:():ni;csitic:l, g:::ztdation, und pz=.rticZ<l sh.J.pe ( 12) Sand-
Aspl1alt CSJzid Resistant), Special Provision 5?B, resulted. 
T 
Sur:i:&ce (SLid .Resistant), Type II. 
Ss_pd-:":_;.o:nh .. <1lt, T·,;ue T -- Sand-.l!...sphG.lt. Type I. is intended to 
provide a tltin, fine-textured wearing surface from aggregates 
gene:::ally available ~rom co~~ercial sotrrces. Tltis mixture l1as been 
u::;er:l Slnce 1974. Aggregates included natural sand, natural sand 
with slag sattd, natural sand with limestone sattd, pit sand with 
a.bout 42. The best-fit line indicated a decrease i11 S~{ to 39 at 
ten millio11 vel1icle passes. Scatter caused tlte mi11us 2.5 standard 
de\!iations to dr~p to a SN of 24 at ten million velticle passes. 
Snecial Provision 5SR -- T!1ree 
adjac~nt sections of !oad were surfaced in 1972 and 1973. The 
aggregate was cruslted quart= gravel. Fer~ormance was expected to 
depend on the degree of crushing and sharpness achieved. SN's tJere 
a~out 47 after one million vel1icle passes and decreased slot~ly to 
about 45 at ten million vehicle passes. Tl1e lo~er lintit, 
deter~~ned by regression analysis, indic2ted that 99.4 percent of 
t·~e S~{'s were greater than 35 up to te!l nillion vel1icle passes. 
?.esis-::a::.t), Type II .. is fine-textured ar.cl :l.J.S been t!sed since 1?7U. 
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~ggregates ~nclud~d slag s~nd, slag S2ltd witl1 llat:!tal sand, qua~t= 
sand, quart~ sand with mortar sand, and cruslted gravel sand with 
crttshed limestone sand. Several projects yielded low SN's. The 
data ~ere divided into t!JO groups u:rba.n a;1d rural. Alnost all 
The ~easO!lS re~2l~ a poir1t o£ 
coJtjectur~ and requi:re fu~tl1er sttt~y. Sections ill rural areas l1ad 
i11rlicated that ??.4 percent of the sectioJlS had S~{'s g~eater tl1an 
34 at four nillion velticle passes. Sections in urba!t areas had 
i!litial SN's near 44 and Mai11·taill2d SN's 11ear 30. 7he lo~..rer lirr.it 
fo~ tl1ese s2ctions was less thnn 14 at ten million vehicle passes. 
Open-Graded Friction Courses 
Open-graded £rictio11 courses (OGFCl were £irst used in 
l<entucky in 1973. Since tlten, over 50 sections l1ave been paved. 
~!est of these sections were Tyre -- allotJillg ~ggreg~te si::es up 
to 13 r:-.:::: ( 1/;2 i.::.c:1) Si:,~ o£ t!1e sections t..ro:re. Typ2 2 
8.ggregate: si::e.s up to 10 !:1t'"l ( 3/8 inch). Aggregate included crushed 
qtt2rt:: gra~el, crushed quart:: gravel with limestone aggregate. 
c=uslted slag, crushed granite, crusl1ed conglo1nerate gravel, crusl1ed 
conglo~erate gravel with li~estone aggregate, limestone uith 
crus!:ed gravel, and limestone aggregate witl1 crushed graztite. 
OGFC using crushed quart= gravel (Green River) 
aggregate, with and ~itl1out limestone aggregate (Figure 4) initi~l 
SN's we~e less t}lan U3. SJ{'s 1ncreased to 48 at one million 
ve!1icle p~sses and to 53 at ten ~illio11 \'ehicle p2sses. 
li~it :~2s ini~i2lly lc~et but i~~rove1 to 40 ~fter ten !:tillio!l 
~asses 
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Figu>:e 4. Effect of Tzaffic on Skid Resistance of Open-Graded 
River ) . 
aggregate ini~ial SN's we~e about 53. Afte:t: one :~illion passes. 
tile SN ltad decreased to 49. Matuze values tJe~e about 44. 
w~s suf~icient scatter of data to result in a lower lirnit SN of 32 
a~ 15 ~illion passes. 
For Type OGFC using crushed gravel aggregate witlt and 
witltout li~estone, ' . ' . 1 lnJ..t:J..a ..... S;{ Is con.side:rably from 37 to 
68 -- witlt an average o£ about 54. 
!he lo~e:r limit was a SN of 29 at five ~illion passes 
OG?C Uslng c~us}ted g:t:ai\it~ were limite~, bttt 
L~ () 
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indicated mature S~{'s near 47. Data we~e insufficient to dete~~ine 
th!ee locations, sections o:': 'the Type 1 OGFC ~eLe placed 
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~~::ect of Li~estone Sand 011 s;~id Resist~nce o£ Open-
?;::.sses. 
70 
25 
OSF'C using 
crushed quart= gravel (Green River) by 1.64 SN for eacl1 ten percent 
of li~estone aggregate in tlte mixture. The low-carbonate, l1igh-
i:tsoluble limestona perfor~ed sliglttly better tl1an average 
~edttci11g tt1e skid r~sistance by 
resis~~nce by 2.0 S1[ for each ~en percen~ of li~1estone nggrega~e in 
the blend. Limestone aggregate redttced the s~id resistartce of the 
Ty::e CGFC ttsing crushed bank gravel by 1.33 SN for eacl1 ten 
p~rcent of li~estone used. 
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BENEFITS AND COSTS 
Benefits 
Benefits hereln were derived from calculations of the 
reduction in the number of wet-pavement accidents. The reduction 
depends on tile previous SH of the road, the SN after de-slicking 
and the traffic volume. To quantify tl1ese relationships, wet-
pavement accidents per km (mile) during 1979, on roads skid tested 
in 1977 and 1978, were analyzed. The data were stratified by AADT 
and each AADT group was subdivided, by equal number of wet-pavement 
accidents, into six groups. The resulting values and best-fit 
lines are shown in Figure 6. Here, SN was the independent 
"' "' <! <! 
U.J 5 U.J >- 3 >-
"' 
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U.J ::;o \ RANGE AVERAGE U.J (1. 
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Figure 6. Wet-Pavement Accidents per Mile (kml per Year (Adjusted 
to 12 Percent Wet Time) versus Skid Number (19791; 1.132 
Sections (about 4,400 miles (7,100 kmll of Ru~al, Two-
Lane Roads; Stratified by AADT; Grouped by Equal Number 
of Wet-Pavement Accidents. 
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1.IJ..~i2ble. 
volume was tl1e i!tdepe~der1t va~iable, and tJte resulting family of 
curves is sl1oun in Figure 7. Tltese relationships sltow, for 
exctn~1le, that, i£ n. ros.d t,.rith aSH of 20 a.ncl .4..l:<.DT of f>,OOO were de-
slicked 811d i~p~oved to a SX of 40, wet-pavemerlt accideltts would be 
re~uced fro~ 2.8 ~o .0 per ):r:t (LI.4 to 1.5 !.,er. ::ile) pe:: year 21.nd 
Tl1e average cost of a tJet-~ave~ent accident was calculated based on 
accidents on rural, two-lane roads in Kentucky and cost of fatal, 
i11j~ry, and property-damage-only accidents cited by tlte }(ational 
Safety Council C 13). 
Pe~formance evaluation of pavements has shown that SN's 
obtained va~y cortsiderably for es.cl1 type of su~fnce. Thus, to 
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AADT (VEHICcES OER DAY, ~HOUSANOS) 
t~et-?avenent ~ccidents per: r·!ile C.~djusted 
to i 2 Fe:::cent !<.'2:t Ti!i'.e) ( 19'79) from Best-Fit Curves of 
Flgure G, versus T~affic Volttme. 
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(L5G2::":3..3...:-l De:L2.:£its e.:~:t:-ecte::l. the. 1~'""'-.'i<:->.tiDns o~-: s:;:· s ~~:--:;_c2ct,::;.d !:lUSt 
::-e incl•J.ded. The a:ralysis used i:l12 :nean SH CJ.ncl three st0.ndard 
devi3tions for eac11 surface at tl1e cumulative traffic corresponding 
to the l1al~-li£e of tl1e pavenent (see Table 4) and at the three 
l~vels o£ ~ADT cited in Figure G. Tl1ese distriDutio11s tJe~e 
Tltis value was sttbt~acted frorn tl1e nu·n~er o~ wet-paver1ent 
accidents before surface renewal, indicated in Figure 6, for 
se\.'2ral SH' s. Tl1e di££erences times t!1e average cost of a wet-
pavement accident i11 Ker1tuc~y in 1979 ($6,500) yielded the benefits 
pe~ km (mile) pe~ yea~. 
TABLE 4. MEAN SKID rlUMBER OF PAVEMENTS AND STANDARD DE\1 I A TI ON AT 
HlDICATED CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC 
AADT RANGE 750 - 2~499 2Y500 - 4t999 s~ooo - 14f000 
AADT AVERAGE b750 3,670 7~800 
HALF-LIFE <YEARS) 7.1 6,1 4.1 
CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC CMILLIONSI 2.3 4.1 5.8 
HE1~N STANDARD MEAN STANDARD MEAN STANDARD 
PAVEMENT SN DEVIATION SN DEVIATION SN DEVIATION 
Class I' Bi tun1inous, Interstde & Toll Roads! 
AA!IT t.ooo - 2.499 45,4 4.3 .. . ... ... .. . 
AADT 2,500 - 46.120 ... ... 42,9 6.5 4L8 6.2 
Class I, Bituminous, 
us & KY Roads: 
AADT 1.ooo - 2.499 40t7 4.9 ... .. . ... . .. 
AADT 2,500 - 34.000 ... ... 39,0 6.1 38.7 6.1 
Sand-AsPhalt, T~Pe I 39.5 5.2 39.2 5.5 39,0 5.6 
Sand·-AsPhal t, T~Pe II: (Rural) 47,9 5t2 47,0 ~ ~ l.lt.:.. 46.4 5,1 
<Urban) 34 + 1 9,6 1''1 .., w.:..t,J 8. '\ 3L3 ~ ~ 
' " 
OPen-Graded• Friction 
Caurse,TsPe 1: 
Green River Gravel 49.8 ,, '"l 51.0 4;. ~. 5L6 4.8 "T +.:. 
Slas 47.7 4~3 46,7 4.5 46,2 4.7 Gravel 5L2 8.3 50.1 8.3 4914 8.3 
Granite 50.6 4.3 5L9 4f4 52,7 4.4 
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Cost 
Initial costs ( 1979 dolla~s) o£ tile v~riou~ surface cou~sas 
for the m~n~nt:~ tl1icknesses requi~Gd for surf~ce renet~al nre cited 
in Table 5. T1~ose cos"':::s a.:::e £or a 7. 3-meter C 21'-ioot) wide tr. . ..:o-
":"::e 0--=:::.2r i:l~;u"t for c:c t2!::ni~1in.g <'":')St lS th2 e:-; :-~ ·· .. l.t-~,j s~-:;:1/lCe 
'11' 2?1Cl hi.g~1 
values of AADT, respectively. Dividing the cost by the estimated 
li£e and allo;~ing a ten-pe~cent c0st per ye~r of noney gave tl1e 
C ::-,ile) pe.::: year as cited ln Table 
Benefit-Cost Analysis 
Tl1e ~ene~it-ccst .:::atios (Table 6) indic~ted tl1at use of ~llY 
suriace is cost effective for surface renewal ii tl1e AADT is more 
th~n 2,500 ar1d the e~isting SN's are low. In fact\ 1£ an existing 
pave!~~Ilt ~it!\ ail :.~D? of 5,000 or ~o~e l1~s aSH as l1ig!1 as 34. 
aprlicatio~ o£ an o~Je~lay ttsi11g 0Fen-Giaded Frictio:1 Cottrse, :ype 
1, yields a ratio o~ 1 .0. Tl1us, ~ron a cost-ei~ectiveness 
TriBLE 5. COST OF VARIOUS SURFACE COURSES 
DOLLAR COST ( 1979) 
COARSE THICI<NESS TONS PER 
:::URFACE MIX AGGREGATE CMM)(INCHES> 1\MIMILE) f'ER TON<TON> PER ~;MI.MILEll 
:lass z, Bituminous limestone 25 I 1) 
:lass [, Bituminous Crushed Gravel ~~ 11' 
Slos 
~Pen-Gr3ded• 
~r 1c+_1on C.Jur~e 
I Cost for a 7,3 ~et~r 2l··f~0t w1de• two-lsne ~osd: 
.Joes r•ot 1nclu•Je levei 1r1E: or •Jther HICHientsl 1;orV, 
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COSTS PER t\MCMILEl F'ER YEAR (THOUSANDS) 
LOW AADT MED AADT HIGH rlADT 
3.06 (4,?2-. :::,:;;4 i-l ;4·, 2.?8 ·-l.GO 
, .l""' 
25 l1l the;- pZJ,:;-i.:., TO 1J.Se 
available mon~es to de-slick pavernents wit}t tlte lowest SN's to 
reduce ~et-p2ve~ent accidents tlte most ~11d ac!1ieve tl1e greatest 
benefits. 
Additionally, other considerations may warrant selection of other 
Ti'<BLE .S, BENEFIT-COST RATIOS FF:GII OVERLAYING 
VET /K.M 
IMILEl 
EXPECTED>* 
SKID NUM!:ER BEFORE D'JERLAY!NG 
PAVEMENT 
Class I, Bituminous, 
Interstate & Toll Roads: 
Cl;;; I, Bitumi~ou;, 
US ~ t\Y Ro2=-Jo,; 
Sand-AsFhalt, T~Fe I 
Sand-AsPhalt, T~Fe :1 
(Rural) 
-'·"'en-Grcode-d, F1· 
COIJfSE-! T=:F-
Green R 
C l Ufl 
. 
r Gr-avel 
: .:.:ef::-r •.u _es.~nd .J i·L:tlJre =·· 
AADH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
,'1EII 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
HIGH 
LOW 
MED 
;JlGH 
LGW 
MEir 
''IGH 
0.20 (0.32) 
0.40 10.64) 
0.92 li.48l 
o.::s (0.40) 
o.-14 (0,70) 
1.00 (1,60) 
0.25 (0,40) 
0.4:: <0.68) 
0.98 (1,56) 
0.20 (0.32) 
0.33 (0,53) 
0.80 (1.28) 
0.39 \0.63) 
0 ' 7 (1.21) 
1.56 C2.50) 
0.17 
v • .:.v 
o. i3 
(0 .:7) 
(0,40) 
( 1.17) 
0.20 (0.32) 
0.34 (0.54) 
0.81 '1.2'7) 
:),18 (0,:'71 
•),32 (0,51i 
0.:;'8 (1..::·5) 
'} > "I 
:- . .:9 
::o 
0.9 
2.2 
3.8 
i.3 3.:: 
5.6 
0.9 
'. 1 3.5 
1 ':; 
3.2 
s' .~ 
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o.e 
1. 7 
3.0 
0.7 
1.4 
:'.3 
1,1 
2.6 
4.6 
t.1 
1.1 
24 
0,6 
1.3 
2.3 
0.9 
1 .? 
3. 4 
,'),4 
0.8 
i.4 
26 
0.5 
i.O 
1.7 
0,4 
0.? 
1,5 
0.5 
1.! 
2.0 
0,7 
1.5 
:' .6 
0.3 
0.4 
0,6 
0.7 
:,., 
;·:t :.~et-·"avertP::~nt. :;cct en-;;:; ,-,er kn1 rrr11le; ="'r ~·e:sr iift.er o·.-ed:o·::~H•3· 
~OTE: feneflti frolli eauct1on of ~el ~avement :;cctder1l2 onls, 
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0.3 
0.5 
0.9 
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0.! 
36 
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0.1 
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SUMMARY 
The esi:i~ated S}{'s at 0.1, 1. 5, 10 and 60 million gehicle 
-- Jtalf o~ the sections had highe~ SI{'s and half lower SN's. The 
c• ,. I -
' ~ ;;:, ?:::iction 
?.i'J2:Z: g :r J. 1_:;:: l 0 :.:E 
33 O! highe~. e~cept £or Snne-Asp!talt. Type II, constructed in 
The SN's at minus 2 5 sta!ldard deviati~ns represent 
values tltat a~e exceeded by 99.4 percent of t!1e paving projects. 
Tltese va~~es a~e presented ~n Figure 8 artd p~ovid~ an i~dication of 
worst-case perfor~ance. 
45 
40 
0: 
w 35 
ro 
"' :::> 2 
0 
"' 30 
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Tlte criterion for new pavements specifies that t!te mature SN 
QGFC (GREEN RIVER AGGREGATE) 
~ -_--- ~=~=:::::::::=::::::-~S~A~N~O~-;:.,;A~S~P~H~A~L~T,~T~Y~P~E~li~~( R~U~R:A:L:::R:O~A;gos_) - --
OGFC (SLAG AGGREGATE) 
OGFC(GRAVEL AGGREGATE) 
PCC (AADT 2:2,500) 
SAND-ASPHALT, TYPE I 
CLASS I BITUMINOUS 
(INTERSTATE AND TOLL ROADS) IAADT ~2,500) 
25 
CLASS I,BITUMINOUS (US AND I<Y ROUTES )(AADT ::: 2,500) 
20 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
CUMULATIVE TRAFFIC ,MILLIONS OF VEHICLE PASSES 
Fi0'J.!:e ·.). ~ti~t!S 2 ~ Stnnda=d Deviations (99.4-PerzeJ\t Assura11ce) 
~or Several ?ave~ent T~·pes. 
33 
2 • 5 c 0 (Type ~ ' ..!.. i did 
necessa~y assurance of SN's greater tl1an 32. Closs I bituminous 
suit?ble S~{'s tlliOttghout t~1eir lives. Cpe~-g~nded ~riction courses 
wi~h Green River aggregate provided suitable S~l's t!t~ougit tlte 
!lU~ber of vehicle passes accumttlated to date and, by irtterpolatio11, 
tltrot!gh tl1e li£e of the pave~e11·t. Open-gr8ded ~rictic!t cou~ses 
witlt slag a~gregate provided adeqttate SJ{'s tltrottgll 12 million 
vehicle p2sses. For 8-year service life, this surface is suitable 
Con·._·,:::l.·s,~l,_., 
road tJith ~~DT of 1,000 velticles per day, tlte sttrface may exl1ibit 
SH's of or less after only 6 years and may reqttire surface 
Open-graeed frictio11 courses, with otl1er 
011e million uelticle passes; ltotJever, data were too lir1ited to allow 
final assessment. Sand-Asphalt, Type II, on ~ural :roads, provided 
adequate SN's tltrough 15 million velticle passes. For an 8-year 
this corresponds to s.n ,:i,_U.DT of 1 0' 3 0 0. 
Service life has been estimated based on AADT (see Table 4). 
Using current costs of overlay (see Table 5), benefit-cost a11alyses 
indicated t!1at overlayi11g an existing pavenent ltaving an SN less 
tltan 35 and AADT g~eater tl1an 5,000 yie~ds ber1e£its £ro~ ~eductiotl 
o£ ~et-pavene:tt acci~ents ~o equal o~ e~ceec1 tlle cost o~ ouer:ay 
:·-: c e e ·~ ~ d cos t s :::or :: o ;c :l s 's .:. ::: :t ''' s ..Less th::i..:'.. 3,') ;:ind 
34 
i11cluded in an expa~ded analysis, ir1cltrda inc~e~sed com£o~t. ti~e 
sa\'iJlg5, fuel savir1~s. ~~i11te~ance savings. and r~duction of othe~ 
types o£ ~ccidents . 
. :. !'1i~1i:11.1:1 S~\ o£ 23, £or !:o:::.ds ~.Jith l'lo~e tltan 1. 000 1Iehicles 
~elationship between skid resistance and cumulative traffic, tl1e 
Thus, c:titeria 
£or the desi:;-;1 of su~£ace courses concern p:tl..ma.Iily tli.e :r:ange of 
SN's bettJeen 28 and 45. The percentages of pavement sections 
·,-~:lu~s ue:o::.::: d-:?.te2:nined (s,~e Table 7). 
TABLE 7, PERCENTAGE OF PAVEMENT SECTiotlS HA\'ING 81'\ID NUME<ERS EQUAL TO OR EXCEEDING 
SELECTED MINIMUM AT 1} MILLION VEHICLE PASSES 
PAVEMENT 
Class I, Bitufuinous, 
Interstate & Toll Roads: 
:s 
MINIMUM SKID NUMBER ~T 10 MILLION VEHICLE PAS3ES 
29 30 31 32 33 34 36 37 38 39 40 45 
AADT 1.ooo- 2·4?9 
AADT 2,500- 46,120 
100 100 100 100 100 99 99 
98 98 96 95 93 90 86 
97 96 
71 
93 ?0 
58 
85 79 
50 ::so 
72 64 55 ::so 
Class I, Bituminous, 
US ! KY Roads: 
AADT 1,000- 2,499 
AADT 2,500- 34,000 
Portland Cement Concrete: 
AADT 1,000- 2,499 
AADT 2,500-- 38,~00 
Sand-AsPhalt, T~Pe I 
~6nd-AsPhaltr SP 59B 
~.;nd-As?halt, T~?e II: 
'· RIJT'Ol) 
t Urbar,) 
:!;"'en ·Gra e<J, Fr ct en 
CLJur e • Tsr 
r 
l 
r el 
1te 
U ;· .;'v ';< l 
99 99 ?8 97 95 92 87 80 
95 93 90 87 84 80 75 70 
"" 
" 
00 
'" 64 
62 
58 
'< oo 
100 100 100 100 100 99 ?? ?8 98 ?7 95 93 91 88 85 81 76 70 
99 98 97 ?6 tts 93 ?o 86 83 73 72 .s6 ,~o 53 -·.so 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 99 9? 98 97 •6 94 91 88 84 ' 0 
97 95 73 90 87 85 79 -51 54 ---so 
100 100 100 100 100 100 on ?? qq Q8 96 ?4 °1 86 JO ~~ S5 ~~ 
100 100 100 100 100 QQ 99 
Jl 54 '50 
0 1\)(; l0t) 
0 10•) 100 
? '7'9 ?8 
0 100 100 
100 10 
10() 10 
98 ? 
100 10 
' 
9 
1 3 
0 10 
?0 86 82 
'N 
1 
1 
? 
5-' 
7' 
35 
e:<c::o~)"t S<.!'::l-.~s:rl:ztlt. TT 
rrovided Sl{'s g~ea~er th~n or equal to a SJ{ of hotJ2\/~r, lf the: 
level o~ skid resistance reqttl~ed is SN o~ 32 and the , , nesJ.::::ea 
pe~centage level lS again ?5 pe~cent. the11 Class I bitumiilOUS (high 
i~ ~ddition to Sand-
surface courses include speed effects (see Figure 2) end seasonal 
\'o;.::i.G-tior'.S .c.n sl:id resistance. 
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